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Partial Derivatives for Various








This paper computes the partial derivative of the scaler function
Str(BAB T ) - tr{MT[(BABT )- - (BDBT)- - Ik]} with respect to the matrices
B and D where:
tr ; the trace of a matrix
B ; a k by n real matrix of rank k < n
A ; an n by n positive definite, real symmetric matrix
M ; a real k by k symmetric matrix (assumed to be constant)
D ; an n by n positive definite diagonal matrix
Ik ; the k by k identity matrix
DISCUSSION - Define thescaler
1~1 tr(BABT)
We use the notation - to denote the matrix (----) where B (bij)
ij
T T 1 1lLemma 1 -AB T . so that = 1 tr[B 1B
1B T + B 1 B TBT + Bi TTProof: tr[ AB + BA B - tr[ ( b + A
bi ii i ij
But for any square matrices Al and A2 , tr(Ai) tr(A T) and
tr(A1 + A2) - tr(A1 ) + tr(A 2) so that
1 DB r ABT
abij r [ AB ] .
2where ABT - ( )
Thus it follows
a1
3b (ji), and thus
ij
S1 T T T
B BbijT ji ij
proving the Lemma.
Lemma 2: -b- (BAB T) -  = -(BAB ) -[ a(BABT )](BABT ) where B = (bi
ij ij J
Proof: Since (BABT ) (BABT)- 1 = Ik, it follows
3b - (BABT)] (BABT-1 + (BAB T ) [ b (BABT) -1] = (0)
ij ij
so that
b - (BABT )- 1 - (BABT)-1 b -- (BAB T ) ](BAB ) - 1
ij ij
as desired.
Lemma 3 - Let 02 = tr[MT(BABT)-1]. Then 2 T -ABT(BAB T)-1T (BABT)-l
1 e 2 T2
and 02 " tr[B \2 2 tB B
Proof: tr[M (BAB ) ]
ab j 3b j 2
- trM -5-,- (BAB) I
ii
31 -tr{MT(BAB )- [ ~ (BABT)](BAB )T) (Lemma 2)
ij
1 tr{MT (BAB T)-[ B ABT + BA- BT-l ( BAB ) -2 3b b
1 tr{ ( B ABT(BABT)-MT (BABT)-I1
ij
T1
1 tr{(BABT)-1T (BABT)-IBA 9B
T
= -tr{ ABT (BABT)- MT(BABT) - )
= 
-tji
where (yij) = ABT(BABT)- MT(BAB ) - 1 so that the Lemma follows since
2) =) = -(y T - ) ABT(BABT)-lMT (BABT)-l
Now define the scaler
3 - tr[MT (BDB T ) - I]
as3
and we use the notation -- to denote the matrix of partial derivativesaD
3 where D - (d)
Lemm BT- T -1 B
Lr- If 3 = triM (BDB I J, then
"3 -.-BT (BDBT )- 1MT (BD B T )-lB  so that wheneveraD
BB I . -tr[BD 3 BT ]
T 3 TD3 T k' D3 D
Proof: D3 tr[M T  a (BDBT) - ]
- -tr{MT (BDB T)-  - - (BDB T)](BDB T)- 1
ij
M -tr{MT(BDB T)-(B  t B T) (BDBT)-
ij
But for any two matrices Al, A2,
tr(A1 A2) - tr(A 2A1 ) whenever both matrix products are defined;
thus letting




-tr{ aD BT (BDBT )-MT(BDBT 
-B)
ij ij
and as in Lemmas 1 and 3 it follows
@_3 [.Q 3  T1aD 
= -
B T (BDBT )-MT(BDB )- B
Lemma 5 - If 4 = £njBABT I corresponds to the natural logarithm of the
determinant of BAB T then
- AB (BABT )-
5and thus B - I
Proof: Let Al"' Xk be the strictly positive eigenvalues of BABT ,  so
that
- Tn BAB 1 n(A
4 ~ 2 n(Jl'" Xn)
and thus
1 - 2" %k 1" "k-i k
X4 1 + ... +
Dij 1 " k .1"' k
a%1 ax2 N k
ab.. ab..
S 1 2 k
1 1 r wtr--  --aW } where
ij
1,
W = ( -. is a diagonal matrix
0 '
of eigenvalues of BABT
But since (BAB ) is a real symmetric matrix, there exists an orthogonal
matrix U satisfying
U(BABT)U T = W and UUT = Ik
6(Note (BAB T)- UT W-1U). Thus
aw U (BABT)u T + U[ a (BABT) ]UT
ij :ij ij
+ U(BAB T ) aT
ij
and thus
T Tw T  UT T
U - U U = U (BAB T ) + (BAB T )
ab ab ab
ij ij ij
+ (BABT) 3 UDb..1]
But
4 1 -1 'W
tr{W )
3bij 2 3bij
1 tr{UTW-1UUT  W U}2 ab ij
= tr{(BABT ) - [UT  U (BABT) + a (BAB ) + (BABT)av i
ij ij ij
T(T 1 t[BTl a T
- tr(UT  + - ) + - tr[(BAB T)- (BAB)]
-ij -J i
But since uTU Ik' it follows
U -+ ----U = 0, so thatbij ~ii ij
4 1 tr[ (BABT)-  a T
.b B) b (BAB )]8 ij 2 ij
Str[ AB (BAB ) - ]  so that
ij
/B AB T(BABT )- , completing the proof.
Now, recall the definition of the function




S2 ) T. -_ABT (BABT)-lMT (BABT)-1 (Lemma 3)
CI- = -2DB T (BDBT -lM T ( BD BT ) - I  (Lemma 3)
-4 
-BT (BDB T ) - M T (BDB T ) lB (Lemma 4)
s1  as 2
-5- -o
8so that
n/ 1 T D2 T + 3 T=2 -2
= 2ABT[Ik + (B BT)-MT(B BT)-1]
- 2DBT (BDB T)- MT(BDBT )-1
and
)T = - BT (BDBT )-MT(BDBT) -B
T T
where we have assumed . . 0
DB DD
ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
Consider the problem of maximizing
X = tr(BABT)
subject to the constraint Ik - BABT is positive definite.
Since k- BABT  is symmetric, there exists an orthogonal matrix Q
satisfying
Q(I - BAB )Q = X - Sk- X k
and QQT = Ik, and S is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of Ik - BABT.
Thus the constraint is equivalent to Ai > 0 for all i. Also,
9X = tr(BABT )
- tr(QBABTQT )  (for any orthogonal matrix Q)
- tr( AT)
where i= QB is a k by n matrix
It follows satisfies
I k - AT - S





and the constraints are equivalent to
b Ab 0 i = 1,...,k-1i j
j = i + l,...,k
1 - b A bi > 0 i = l,...,k
Thus the problem is to maximize
X = tr(A T )
subject to the above constraints.
10
Thus it appears the solution to the problem
max X - tr(BAB T )
subject to the constraint Ik - BABT  is positive definite is given by any
k eigenvectors el,e2 ,...,ek of A, appropriately "scaled" with scaler a
so that
1-a2eT Ae > 0
wa i i i
where we assume eT Ae = 1
